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For the semilinear heat equation u, = du + e” in a convex domain 52 c iw”, given 
any bcQ we show the existence of solutions which blow up in finite time exactly 
at b and whose final profile has the form 
u(T, x) z -2InIx-b~fln~ln~x-b~~fln8, 
T being the blow-up time. Using a suitable set of resealed coordinates, this 
asymptotic behavior is proved to be stable with respect to small perturbations of 
the initial conditions. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the initial-boundary value problem 
u(=Au+e”, XESZ, t>o, (1.1) 
u( t, x) = 0, xEaf2, (1.2) 
u(0, x) = G(x), (1.3) 
where 52 c IR” is a bounded open convex set with smooth boundary. For 
this system, the blow-up of solutions within finite time is commonly 
regarded as a highly unstable phenomenon. Yet, as we show in this paper, 
most of these solutions enjoy a considerable degree of regularity, blowing 
up at a single point according to a precise asymptotic pattern. On some 
open set 92 c W(Q), both the time T and the point b where blow-up occurs 
depend continuously on the initial data ti E a, and all solutions exhibit the 
very same asymptotic profile. 
For solutions which tend to a bounded equilibrium urn as t + co, the 
large-time asymptotic behavior can be determined by linearizing (1.1) in a 
neighborhood of zP, as in [lo]. In the case of blow-up, one can follow a 
similar approach, working with the resealed variables 
r = -ln(T- t), q= [-(T-~)ln(T-~)]~‘/2(x-b), 
V=u+ln(T-t), (1.4) 
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considered in [S]. In these new variables, the flow can be formally 
linearized in a neighborhood of the steady state V” = -ln( 1 + 1~1*/4). The 
unstable component is then (n + l)-dimensional, corresponding to the n f 1 
free parameters which determine the blow-up point b and time T, while the 
flow of the centre component is found to be asymptotically stable. As 
T -P co, the convergence of V to a stable limit profile, however, cannot be 
achieved by standard techniques of centre manifold theory [ll, 143. 
Indeed, the domain of the resealed variables is here time-dependent, and 
the first order approximation is not uniformly valid. The proof given here 
starts with the construction of an (n + l)-parameter family of resealings V’ 
of the same solution u, whose behavior can be carefully controlled. The 
correct parameter fi is then singled out, relying on a topological technique. 
From a precise description of V(r, q), as T + 00, we obtain in turn 
estimates on the original function u(t, x), as blow-up is approached. Our 
main result is the following. 
THEOREM. There exists an open set Q c %‘(52) such that, for every initial 
condition ti E 3!, the corresponding solution u of (1.1~( 1.3) blows up at a 
finite time T and at a single point b EQ, depending continuously on ti. 
Moreover, in the resealed coordinates (1.4) one has 
V(z,q)= -ln(l+~)+f[~-l~~~~,41n(1+~)] 
- (4+n)lnT, InI*/ 
2r 1+1~1*,4+~‘1:;~/4+~(~~‘1). 
where Q is a symmetric matrix depending on li and 
lim r”%(r, q) = 0 
r-00 
(l-5) 
(1.6) 
uniformly in the region I n( < z ‘I6 In the original coordinates, the final profile . 
of the solution satisfies 
lim[u(T,x)+2ln~x-b~--In~ln~x-b~~-ln8]=0. (1.7) 
x-b 
For any b, E Sz, one can choose 4 such that, for at least one initial condition 
ti~%V!, the blow up occurs exactly at b,,. 
In the radially symmetric case, the expansion (1.5) was first derived in 
[S], and proved in [4] for the l-dimensional case. In the original (t, x) 
variables, (1.5) implies 
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u(t,x)= -ln(T-t)-In 1+ 
Ix-b12 
4( T- t) Iln( T- t)l 
_ (4 + n) In MT- t)l 1 
2 Iln( T- t)l 1-l+lx-b12 [4(T-t) Iln(7’--t)ll-’ > 
+ O( Iln( T- t)l -‘) 
uniformly on the set Ix- bl < (T- t)‘12 Iln(T- t)1213. We conjecture that 
the blow-up pattern just described is generic, i.e., there exists an open, 
everywhere dense set % c F(D) of initial conditions whose corresponding 
solutions either converge to a steady state, or blow up in finite time, at a 
single point, according to the above estimates. Various results concerning 
the blow-up time and the set of blow-up points can be found in [l, 3, 7, 
8, 12, 153. Alternative resealings, leading to more general but somewhat 
less precise estimates, were studied in [2, 6, 9, 10, 133. 
2. THE RESCALED PROBLEM 
Performing the variable resealing (1.4), Eqs. (1.1 k( 1.3) become 
V(z, q) = --z if b+e - ~1% 14j E asz, 
V(f, q) = ti(b + q ,/?k%?) + In T. 
Following [4], we write (2.1) in the abstract form 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
and define 
V”(q)= -In l+@ 
( ) 4 ’ 
q4)2- Ir112/4 
2 1+1112/4 
In l+ti 
( > 4 * 
(2.6) 
Writing DA(V”) for the differential of A at V”, the above definitions 
imply 
rl W DA(V”) w= -pv+ 1 + lr112,4’ 
A(V)=O, DA(V”) vO+ll. V”=O. (2.7) 
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The first eigenfunctions for the linear operator DA(P) are found to be 
h TQ? 
wo(rl)= 1 + lq12/4 (2.10) 
corresponding to the eigenvalues A = 1, 4, 0, respectively. Here /I is a vector 
in IX!“, Q is a symmetric matrix and qr denotes the transpose of the column 
vector q. In connection with the linearized problem 
; w= -q.vw, W 
1+ h12/4 
a space E of sufficiently smooth functions can be decomposed as the sum 
of an unstable, a centre, and a stable invariant subspace: E = E” @ E’@ E”, 
with projections defined by 
W(O) rl .VW) 
n” w(rl)= 1 + I#/4 + 1 + l#/4’ 
~cw(9)=~~Tc~2ww~+ (1112/4) W(O) 
1+ 1112/4 l+lr112/4 ’ 
(2.11) 
ns W(?) = W(?) - nu W(rt) - 71, Wrlh 
where D2 W(0) denotes the Hessian matrix of W at the origin. Observe that 
E” and E’ have dimension n + 1 and n(n + 1)/2, respectively. A solution V 
of (2.1), (2.2) which approaches V” as r + co can now be written as a 
sum, 
The last three terms on the right hand side of (2.12) are defined as the 
projections of W= V- V” - r ~ i V” on E”, E’, and Es, respectively. By 
(2.11) and the definitions (2.5), (2.6) we thus have 
a(T) = V(T, 0) -n/27, 
B(T) =wT 01, (2.13) 
Q(r)=D2V(t,0)+~[1+V(‘(r,0)-n/2z]I. 
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Differentiating (2.1) w.r.t. the components of q one finds 
(2.14) 
V 
(2.15) 
Using Eqs. (2.1), (2.14), (2.15) at q = 0, we obtain a system of differential 
equations for a and the components of /I?, Q, 
8=e"+~/2'-l-~-~+Trace(Q)+~, (2.16) 
T 
jj=(ea+n/2T-;-%) pi+; AY,,j(z, 0), (2.17) 
gjk = (ea + n/2= - 1) qjk + ea + n/2r B,P~-~(l+~)~j~+fAY~,~, (2.18) 
if j # k, while 
(jjii= (,a++ - 
(2.19) 
A differential equation for Y can now be derived from (2.12): 
Y,‘V,+; VO- 
( 
ci+B.q+;qT& 
> 
w’, (2.20) 
using (2.1), (2.16~(2.19) in order to express V,, d, fi, Q as functions of Y, 
a, 8, Q. Relying on the identity 
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together with (2.7), from (2.20), we eventually obtain 
a+fiq+$‘Qq 
x (e’ -I)+$ 
+ W’[exp{T+(r+jl-q+iq’Qq) W’} 
a+/?-q+$Qq > 1 W’ 
_ ea+n/27-1 +-;+*ra=(Q)+$] w’ 
[ z 
- 
K 
,a + nl2r _ 1 _ ~)h++‘W)(r,O)] 
-; W&) w’, (2.21) 
where the components of the matrix 0 are given at (2.18), (2.19). 
3. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
Fix b E 12 and define the set 
et= {(z, r]); z> f, b+e”2z-“2qEQ}. 
Observe that 15)~ is precisely the domain of the resealed variable V, when 
T= ePt in (1.4). Since the linearization of the operator A about VW is not 
uniformly valid, we decompose 8+ as the union of two overlapping 
domains, 
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The next two lemmas provide time-independent estimates on I/ and on its 
first four partial derivatives w.r.t. q, valid in the outer region 69: for f 
sufficiently large. More precise bounds are then obtained within the inner 
region 0:. 
LEMMA 1. There exists z1 large enough for which the following holds. If 
z^ 2 21 and tf the inequalities 
-In I+!!$!! ( ) <V(z,rj)< -ln(I+y) (3.1) 
are valid on the parabolic boundary of the set Oq, then a solution V of (2.1), 
(2.2) satisfies (3.1) on the entire set 0:. 
Indeed, for r, 1~1 sufficiently large, the functions on the right and left 
hand side of (3.1) are an upper and a lower solution of (2.1), respectively. 
For a multi-index cr = (a,, . . . . rrn), we use the notation 
avqLy’...(~~v, lal=a,+ . ..+a.. 
Differentiating (2.1) several times w.r.t. ql, . . . . qn, one obtains 
&(aOV)+ l-f 
( )C 
5.V(a”V)+TauV =ifl(FV)+e’P,, 
) 
where P, is a polynomial function of the derivatives PV, JpI < ((r(, defined 
by P(e”) = e”P,. Observe that 
implies P, = V,, P, + a P,. 
alli 
If we assign weight I p( to each derivative 8’V, P, is then homogeneous of 
degree Ial. Moreover, P, = 8’V+ Pi, where P0 involves only derivatives of 
order < 11~1. 
LEMMA 2. There exists t2 > tl large enough so that, for any solution V 
of (2.1) the following holds. If z^ 2 z2 and if the inequalities (3.1) together 
with 
ia9+, 0 G id --5101/6, l< Ial G4 (3.2) 
are valid on the parabolic boundary of Sg, then they remain valid on the 
entire set Sq. 
505/98/l-5 
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The proof is obtained by induction on v = 1~1, showing that the function 
,jqT, ?) A I,/[ -5 1~6 is a supersolution of 
for r, q sufficiently large. The inductive estimates on V and its derivatives 
up to order v - 1 together with the homogeneity of the polynomial Pb yield 
bounds of the form 
4 
evG4+Iq15/3' IPbl <co lql -5”‘6, 
for suitable constants C,. Therefore 
provided that r, q are sufficiently large. The proof that -4“ is a sub- 
solution is identical. 
We now work toward estimates on Y and on its first four partial 
derivatives w.r.t. q, valid inside the inner region 9: for Q large, assuming 
the a priori bounds 
Ict(z)l < 2-3’2, I&(r)1 < z-3’2, (3.3) 
lqJr)l < z-2'3, lPY(z, 0)l < 2-6'5, ICI <4. (3.4) 
Equation (2.21) for Y can be written as 
y,= i-1 i.VY+ W’exp 
( > 1 ( 
T+ d~+p-q+~q~Qq 
> I 
W’ (eY-l) 
+idY+R(r, q), (3.5) 
where the remainder term R has the following property, There exist 
constants c, f such that 
ItY'R(~,tj)l G&5/3 (3.6) 
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for all z ai, 1~1 <z, 0~ Ipj ~4, as long as (3.3), (3.4) remain valid. 
Introduce the variables 
9 u=~+(cr+B4+faTQtl)W1, (3.7) 
with IV’ defined at (2.8). Observe that at q = 0 one has 
PZ(T, 0) = PY(z, 0) = 0 if 10) <2, 
(3.8) 
iYZ(z, 0) = PY(z, 0) 
From (3.5) we deduce 
if lol=3,4. 
zT+(l-g[;.vz-z] 
=i W’Z+eqp’z- W’Z-l)+(eU-1) W’Z+kdZ 
L(pz) w~++-l)(l+q+q w’w’z 
+ 1+e R(t v]) ( ) 4 '. (3.9) 
Differentiating (3.9) several times w.r.t. q one obtains 
-$Fz+ l-f 
( )F 
;.V(d”Z)+ u-1 z =+z)+R,. 
(z )I (3.10) 
By inspection, using (3.6), it is found that each remainder term R,, (01 < 4, 
satisfies an estimate of the form 
+lPZl M+ l+ti TY31 ( ) 4 I by (3.11) 
for some constant C,, with M=max{PZ, 0~ (pi < Ial>, as long as IZI < 1 
and (3.3), (3.4) hold. Bounds on Z and on its derivatives can now be 
obtained in terms of the function 
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LEMMA 3. There exist z3 large enough for which the following holds. Let 
< > z3 and let Z be a solution of (3.9) which satisfies the bounds 
14 = 3, (3.12) 
Ial =4 (3.13) 
on the parabolic boundary of the set 0:. Then, zf (3.3), (3.4) hold, the bounds 
(3.12), (3.13) remain valid on the entire set 0:. 
Proof Consider the case la1 = 3 first. One has to check that, for r large 
enough, II/ is a supersolution of (3.10), regarded as an equation for PZ 
with coefficients depending on z, r] and on the derivatives PZ, 0 < lpi < [al. 
When 1~1 <<z l/6 this follows from the estimates 
(PZ(z, Y/)1 6 c lq13-‘P’ T-6’5 6 cT-7’10, IPI G2, (3.14) 
where C is a suitable constant. Together with (3.11), these imply a bound 
on R, of the form 
When P < 1~1 <P + 1, $ is again found to be a supersolution, using the 
estimates 
-2(n- l)(lql -,1/6)~--9/24-22--29/*4, (3.15) 
lPZ(z, ?j)I < c[z-6’5 lq13-‘P’ + z-5’24((ylI -P)], IPI 62. 
(3.16) 
The case Ial =4 is almost identical. At this stage, one can still use the 
bounds (3.14), (3.16) on all derivatives of order ~2, and assume that (3.12) 
already holds for derivatives of order 3. 
Remark. If a solution V of (2.1), (2.2) is defined only on a finite maxi- 
mal interval, say [z^, rmax), all p revious lemmas remain valid replacing 52, 
with the bounded domain { (7, q) E a,; z^ < z < z,,,}. 
We conclude this section by showing that, if a solution V initially 
satisfies all of the bounds previously considered on a, /I, Q, Z, then as time 
progresses the only bounds that can fail first are those in (3.3), concerning 
the unstable components of I’. Because of (2.18), (2.19), the flow of the 
“centre” components qii is indeed stable. 
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LEMMA 4. There exists zq large enough for which the following holds. Let 
Q 2 zq and let an initial condition V(f, n) = V(q) be given, satisfying (3.1), 
(3.2)for Iql >F, (3.12), (3.13) for 1~1 <2^‘16+ 1, as well as (3.3), (3.4), at 
z = z^. Here ~1, /?, Q and Z = (1 + InI ‘/4) Y are recovered from V via (2.12) 
(2.13). Let the corresponding solution V of (2.1), (2.2) exist on a maximal 
time interval [z^, z,,,) and assume that the bounds (3.1), (3.2) remain valid 
in a neighborhood of the outer boundary 
Then there exists a maximal interval [4, r,] on which all bounds (3.1~(3.4), 
(3.12), (3.13) continue to hold (on their respective domains). Either 
Te = 7 max = 03, or else z, < z,,, and at the escape time t, one of the bounds 
in (3.3) becomes an equality and is crossed transversally. 
More precisely, the last statement means that, at r = r,, 
if Ia(7,)l = 7e312 then i(la(7)l -7C312)>0, 
if Ifli(7Jl = 7e312 then &?i(7)l-7-3’*)>0. 
Observe that, if 7,~ co, one of the bounds (3.1)-(3.4), (3.12), (3.13) must 
fail at some time T’, with 7, < 7’ < 7man. The proof of the lemma is achieved 
by inspecting which of these bounds can fail first. If all other bounds hold, 
so do the estimates (3.1), (3.2). Indeed, at the outer boundary they hold by 
assumption. On the inner boundary 1~1 =<‘/‘, they are implied by the other 
bounds on a, /I, Q, and Y. Concerning the estimate (3.13), observe that, on 
the boundary 1~1 = 7116 + 1, (3.2) and the other bounds imply an estimate 
of the form 
vz(7, q)I < C Iql -“I6 [VI2 <n-17-s/24 < n-‘+(7, tj), 
for 101 =4 and 7 large. As to (3.12), if (3.13) holds, computing the outer 
normal derivative of PZ for 161 = 3 at 1~1 =71/6 + 1 we obtain 
Hence (3.12) cannot fail first on the parabolic boundary of its domain. 
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Finally, as long as the estimates (3.3), (3.4), (3.12), (3.13) hold, 
Eqs. (2.16~(2.19) for ~1, /?, Q can be written as 
ci = a + R,(z), 
where the remainder terms satisfy an estimate of the form 
max{ IR,(r)l, IR#r)l, IRL(r)l, i, j= 1, . . . . n} d Crr1’15. (3.18) 
From (3.17), (3.18) it is clear that, for t large, the flow of the q. cannot 
escape the bounds in (3.4), while, as soon as la(r)] or some IBj(t)l equals 
tr312 the corresponding bound in (3.3) is crossed transversally. This 
comdletes the proof of the lemma. 
4. A FAMILY OF SMOOTH INITIAL CONDITIONS 
Let &E 52 be given. Choose 6 >O small enough so that the open ball 
B(b,, 86) is entirely contained in Sz and such that the distance function 
d(x, XX?) remains smooth on the set {x E 8; d(x, X?) < 36 >. Split G! into an 
inner, an outer and a middle region, by setting 
ai= {x; lx - bol < 36}, 52O = {x; d(x, x2) < 26}, t-2” = Q\(S’ u $20). 
We now construct a family of smooth functions #+, for 16 - bol < 6 and r 
suitably large, with the following properties: 
#~,b(~)=~-l~( l +$j$)+i[i-( 1-4+T-1e: lx-h12)] 
xln (1 +$$J)G&Jx) if xESZ’, (4.1) 
c4,dx) = 4x> 8Q) b e,, if xfz0’. (4.2) 
This will be done by smoothly interpolating between &, and #:,, on the 
middle region P”, using a mollification technique. Define the discontinuous 
function 
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Let cp be a nonnegative V” function, supported inside the unit ball in R”, 
with unit integral. Let I& Q H [0, S] be a ‘8” function which vanishes on 
sZiuQo and is strictly positive on Q”. Defining 
XELP, 
&b(X) = (4.3) 
tK,LH XEQiUQO, 
one checks that $r,b is smooth and satisfies (4.1), (4.2). For lb- bol < 6, 
x E 52 and r 2 r5 large enough, ~Jx) is a positive, nondecreasing function 
of z. By (4.2), the outer normal derivative of each dr,6 at any point x E cX~ 
equals - 1. The reflection technique used in [7, Theorem 3.33 therefore 
implies that all solutions u of (l.l), (1.2) taking one of these #r,b as initial 
condition remain uniformly bounded on some region near the boundary of 
Q, say 
during their entire interval of existence. As a consequence, Schauder’s 
estimates yield the bounds 
for x in a neighborhood of cX~. Finally, observe that on the set 
{x; lx-b1 >S> the function 4& is bounded by a constant multiple of In r. 
Therefore the estimates 
l~“4,,b(x)l G G ln z, k 0, Ix-61 26, 14 G4, (4.5) 
are uniformly valid for 16 - b,l 2 6 and all r 2 rs sufficiently large. 
5. PROOF OF THE ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATE 
In this section we consider the initial condition li = #i 6, with 16 - bol < 6 
and r^ suitably large, and prove that the corresponding solution u of 
(l.lk( 1.3) blows up at a single point, according to the estimate (1.5). Of 
course, the fact that u initially has a single sharp peak at x = 6 does not 
imply that it will blow up exactly at 6. However, we will show that the 
point b and the time T of blow-up satisfy 
lb-61 Gee’/*, exp{ -i-2ie3’*} < T<exp{ -i+2iV3’*}. (5.1) 
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For every L in the unit cube 
n = { (43, 4, . . . . A,) = (A,, A’); I&/ d 1, i=o, . ..) n}, 
consider the resealing (1.4), obtained by setting 
z,&f-22;1,2^-312, T= e-‘” & T,, b = 6 _ (4e-‘“/2z;/22^-3/2) 1’ &b,. 
(5.2) 
When A is precisely the zero vector, resealing with T = e-‘, b = 6 yields the 
initial condition 
V(?, rj) = 4+,&(6 +e-i’2f”2q) - z^ A V(q). 
In particular, when 1~1 <8e”*Q-‘j2, we have 
(5.3) 
v(/(z^,ff)= -ln(l+~)+~[f-l~~~~,41n(l+~)]~ (5.4) 
and, when 1~1 >8e”‘2Q-“2, (4.5) implies 
lPV(? 9 ?)I < C2(e’W1’2)-101 In f 7 loI< 4. (5.5) 
In this case, comparing (5.4) with (2.12), it is clear that a(4) = 0, B(f) = 0, 
Q(f) = 0. Moreover, Y(f, q) = Z(C, q) = 0 for 1~1 <?‘I6 + 1 < Bet’*fV”*, 
hence (3.12), (3.13) trivially hold. Finally, by (5.5) the bounds (3.1), (3.2) 
are also satisfied. Any other resealing with J E n yields the initial condition 
vqz,, tj) = P ( 
q - 44 - 312~1 
e”“- i)12(zA/f) - l/2 ) + 21&3’? (5.6) 
If Z was chosen large enough, one checks that the estimates (3.1), (3.2), 
(3.12), (3.13) still hold for the function V’ at the initial time rl, for every 
a E A. The corresponding initial values for CC”, fl”, Q” can be computed 
explicitly from (5.4), (5.6), and (2.3). In particular, for Q large we have the 
estimates 
1 
b”(~,)-22;~/~&l G ~~;3<-~~3/*, 2n 
Ifi” - 22,3’2E”‘I G CT,3 <i 2y2, 
(5.7) 
/q&)1 < cp < p, i, j = 1, . . . . n. 
Hence the bounds (3.4) hold for all I E A, at the initial time TV. Using a 
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topological argument, we now prove that, for one particular choice of 
,l E A, the corresponding resealed solution V’ satisfies all estimates 
(3.1~(3.4), (3.12), (3.13), on their respective domains, for all times 
z E [zl, co). If this were not the case, one could construct a continuous 
mapping @ from the cube ,4 onto its boundary &4 as follows. If the vector 
v(l, T) G T3’2(cr”(z), Pi;(z), . ..) p;(z)) 
at the initial time z = zI is already outside /1, define @(A) as the radial 
projection of ~(1, zn) on an, i.e., 
5 = max{ 5’; <‘v(& z,) E A}. 
On the other hand, if v(n, TV) E A, call z~,, the first time where one of the 
bounds (3.3) becomes an equality and define 
Because of Lemma 4, the flow of v crosses &I transversally, hence the map 
Q, is continuous. Moreover, (5.7) implies 
IW) - 4 < 14, VA E aA. 
A classical result in topological degree theory rules out the existence of 
such map. Therefore, for some (necessarily unique) p E n all estimates 
(3.1)-(3.4), (3.12), (3.13) remain valid on [zP,, co). This of course implies 
that T, and b,, defined as in (5.2), represent respectively the true blow-up 
time and blow-up point, proving (5.1). For this particular resealing, (3.17) 
and the bounds (3.18) imply that the entries of the matrix Q“(Z) satisfy 
(5.8) 
for some constants gii. The asymptotic estimate (1.5), (1.6) now follows 
from (5.8) and the previous bounds on ~1, fi, and Y. Observing that all of 
our estimates depend only on the partial derivatives of the solution up to 
fourth order, it is clear that any initial condition ti sufficiently close to dg6 
in the gR4 norm will still blow up at a single point and satisfy the same 
asymptotic estimate. Since the flow map u( t, .) H u( t + E, s ) is continuous 
from W’(S) into q4(G) for every e>O, the same is true for every initial 
condition ti in a neighborhood 9 of dt,6, open in the V” topology. 
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The fact that the time and location of blow-up depend continuously on 
the initial data ti~9 can be proved as follows. Let a solution u of 
(l.lk(1.3) blow up at b ~52, at time T. We can assume that, for every 
initial condition I? E % and every 1 E A, the corresponding resealed solution 
I’: satisfies the estimates (3.1), (3.2), (3.12), (3.13) (on their respective 
domains) together with (3.4), (5.7), at the initial time t = rA. Recalling 
(5.2), define the compact set 
For every 1~ A’, the resealing Vi of the solution starting at ti has the 
property 
(P) Either v(A, rl)# A, or v(A, z,,,)~aA for some finite escape time 
z,Z,,. 
By the continuity of the map 1 H r,+ and the compactness of A”, all of 
these escape times are bounded by some common Z. The continuity of the 
flow of V now implies the existence of a V”-neighborhood Y c Q of ti such 
that, for every 6 E Y and every I E .4’, the I-resealed solution Vt corre- 
sponding to the initial condition 8 satisfies the same condition (P). There- 
fore, for each 1 E A’, the solution which initially equals G cannot blow up 
at the point bA at time TA. Since this solution does blow up at a time T, 
and at a point b, for some p E A, we must have ( TF - TI <E, lb,, - bl < E, 
proving the claim about continuous dependence. 
We conclude this section showing that, among all solutions of (l.l), (1.2) 
with initial conditions 
at least one blows up exactly at 6,. Indeed, as a varies, the blow up point 
b(u) depends continuously on a. When la - b,l = 6, if Q was chosen large 
enough, (5.1) implies 
[b(u) -al < e-‘12 < la - b,J. 
By a well-known topological argument, b(u) = b, for at least one a. 
6. THE FINAL PROFILE 
Consider a solution u of (l.l)-( 1.3) which blows up at the point b at 
time T, and assume that the resealed solution V satisfies all bounds 
(3.1 t(3.4), (3.12), (3.13), in their respective domains, for all times 
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r E [?, 00). We claim that the asymptotic estimate (1.7) then holds as well. 
For each x sufficiently close to b, define the time t(x) according to 
Ix-bl*= (T-t(x)) Iln(T- t(x))1413, (6.1) 
and set 
7(x) = -ln( T- t(x)), 
x-b 
v(x) = ,x _ bl . 7w6. 
These choices imply 
=7(x)-i In 7(x) +ln 4 + 0(7(x)-‘13). (6.2) 
We claim that, as x -+ b, the difference lu( T, x) - u(t(x), x)1 tends to zero, 
hence the profile of u( T, .) can be recovered from (6.2), computing an 
asymptotic expression for r(x). To substantiate this claim, a technical result 
is needed. 
LEMMA 6. Assume that 
j(t) = e y(t) + f( t), Y(to) = Yo, 
Then the estimate 
IAT)-y(t,)ld -ln[e-(Yo+K)-(T-tO)]-yO (6.3) 
holds whenever the argument of the logarithm is positive. 
Indeed, one obtains (6.3) introducing the function z(t) = 
-ln(e-Y(‘) + t - to), checking that Ii(t)1 < If(t), and writing out the fact 
that lz( T) - z( to)1 < K in terms of the original variable y. 
This lemma will be used with y(t) = u( t, x), j(t) = du(r, x), on the 
interval [t(x), T]. By (3.2), ldV(r, ?)I <n 1~1 -loi6. An upper bound for the 
integral of du can thus be obtained in terms of the resealed variable V, 
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s = IAu(t, x)1 dt t(x) 
r(x) 116 e”/2T ~ 112 x _ b T -1 
eew T(x)-“~ 
.- ez 
lx- b( > 1 e-‘dz 
<m(x) --5/18 e5r(x)/6T(X)~5/6 Irn ,~5~/6~5/6~-1 dz 
T(X) 
(6.4) 
for z(x) large enough. Since the right hand side of (6.3) is an increasing 
function of y,, the corresponding estimate remains valid if u(t(x), x) is 
replaced by any larger quantity. In particular, we have 
lu(T, X)-U(t(X), x)l < _ln[e-C”“‘-“/3’ln7(x)+ln5+r(x)-‘l_e-r(x)] 
-z(x)+(1/3)lnt(x)-In5 
= _ln[e-““‘(e”/3)‘“““‘-‘“S-‘(“‘-‘- l)] 
- z(x) + (l/3) In r(x) -In 5 < CT(X)-‘13. (6.5) 
The estimates (6.2), (6.5) combined yield 
u(T, x) = T(X) - i In r(x) + In 4 + @r(x)-‘13). 
Observing that 
(6.6) 
ln(T-t(x))=(2+a(x))ln Ix-b1 
with a(x) + 0 as x + b, from (6.1), (6.6) it follows 
T-t(x)=Ix-b~2Iln[(x-b)2((2+o(x))ln~x-b~)-4’3]~-4’3, 
t(x)= -21n (x-b1 +iln Iln (x-bl) +:ln2+0 
In (In Ix- bl ( 
In lx-b1 > ’ 
u(T,x)= -2ln(x-bl+~lnIlnlx-bll+iln2 
This establishes the asymptotic estimate (1.7), completing the proof of the 
theorem. 
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Remark. In the proof, the convexity assumption on Sz was invoked only 
in order to apply a result in [7] and obtain the a priori bounds (4.4) on 
the solution U, valid away from the blow-up point. Since our results are 
essentially of local nature, we conjecture that they remain valid for 
arbitrary open domains in R”. 
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